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Iʼm LIz Ingraham. Iʼm a sculptor and an associate professor in Art and Art HIstory, teach in an 
interdisciplinary design program called Visual Literacy and Iʼm going to talk about creativity or creative 
thinking OUTSIDE the disciplines of the arts. 



Creativity 101

AND
how to be happier, healthier, more productive, more successful

and live your dreams instead of your fears
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If you want all these benefits, you have to take my course!
But at the end of today, youʼll be smarter, richer OR thinner!



Warning: this presentation may contain art
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Required disclosures: lawyer. Child of the 60ʼs
If you find ONE thing interesting in all of this, then itʼs a success from my point of view.
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I was a lawyer, working in Alaska, on the settlement of aboriginal land claims, or, radical social change 
on an unimaginable scale (40 million acres of land and a billion dollars). So I was a do-gooder lawyer 
but still a lawyer and unhappy in the ways normal people are unhappy. 



Never get good at something you hate.
They’ll expect you to do it for the rest of your life.

—Boeing executive who walked away
from his life for 19 years
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One day I did something extremely dangerous, which is I asked myself what I really wanted to do. The 
answer led me to a summer architecture program at Harvard and then to beginning courses in drawing 
and painting and sculpture. When I walked into the sculpture studio my whole life rearranged and it 
never arranged back again. I threw off everything I was supposed to want and got an MFA in sculpture 
at UCSB.
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Iʼm best known for a series of sculptural skins. Fully dimensional they are empty, like skins, they could 
be worn. 
Designed to be touched and handled by the viewer these explore how conventions and expectations, 
our own and others, become so familiar they seem like our own skin. Like the familiar personae we pull 
out of the closet. We put on and forget we can take off.
CONVENTION. all buttoned up.
LONGING. 30 ft of white satin.
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Very interested in portable sculpture.
Baggage: Handles. ID tag. Pockets in her inner thighs.
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That series of skins won me a 40K prize for creativity and that prize helped me fund a collaborative 
multimedia stage performance based on my poetry and my sculpture at La MaMa Theatre in New York.



. . . the climax has an enormous emotional payoff
as it follows on the heels of a dark, hopeless scene 

directly inspired by the "skin" sculptures hanging in the lobby. 
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 Watching Skins is like staring at a painting
that pulls you into its frame. 

The performances are excellent, the music is amazing, the settings 
are breathtaking, and the story is unforgettable.
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In my current work Iʼm mapping Nebraska. Using topographic software I divided NE into 95 sections--
the Liz Grid--and I spent a year drawing each section on 12” squares of Tyvek. I drew every town, 
every city, every railroad, every river, every lake and every creek I could see.
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Trapezoidal sections at the eastern and western ends of the state reflect the curvature of the earth.
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Iʼm stitching together these squares to form a 15 foot Locator Map
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Hereʼs my UCARE student sewing.
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Using the same topo software, at a larger scale, Iʼm now stitching 24” embroidered squares of the 
physical terrain.
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Hereʼs the first square Iʼm working on this week and some of my many test samples.  The only color is 
the lakes and rivers an there will fragments of stenciled “ghost grasses” on the back.
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Iʼm also traveling across the state, documenting each of the sections. These are card decks with 99 
roads, stills from a video camera on my dashboard, and 99 places, with the corresponding topo 
sections on the back.

The problem I set myself was:

How come I donʼt know where I am?  Why do I lack a sense of place? Is that important?
What can I learn from the abstract activity of mapping? And how does that experience contrast with the 
actual experience of standing on the same ground

All of my work is a dialogue--a struggle--with materials and their consequences.
As usual, Iʼm in the middle of a process which is almost, but not quite, impossible so Iʼm quite happy.
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The bottom line in all this is that Iʼve taken my cue from Thompson Marsh, one of my professors in law 
school, who said:

“Our family motto, anything worth doing at all is worth doing poorly, kept us doing a lot of things.”

It was painful for this perfectionist, but I am now a successful dilantante whoʼs mastered nothing and 
whoʼs proud of both her failure rate and her accomplishments.



The creativity habit

• Creativity isn’t an innate ability or the province of just artists or just a selected 
few

• Creativity is a process integral to human intelligence, accessible to all humans 
and exercisable within any discipline, as well as in daily life

• Creativity results from acting: from thinking, questioning, and above all from 
doing and PERSISTING.

• Creativity requires the use of both sides of your brain, all of your experience 
and all of your senses

• To think more creatively you need to get off your ass(umptions)
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I teach a course to freshmen (fresh people!) called creativity 101. This is just a snippet from that 
course. Iʼm going to summarize what creativity and why you might want to be more creative, talk a little 
bit about some of the blocks to creativity, and some strategies for overcoming these blocks.

So whatʼs creativity?

Itʼs a habit, a PRACTICE, not a talent!
It draws on both sides of our brain and all our experience and all of our senses.
It does require action. It requires us to get off our assumptions--easy to say; sometimes hard to do.



Creative thinking

• is just a subset of critical thinking

• is a tool for analyzing and solving problems

• leads to more solutions and more optimal solutions
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So any discipline can benefit from this type of thinking



Who wouldn’t want?

• To be a more fluid, flexible, 
imaginative and productive 
thinker

• To have a greater sense of 
balance in life

• To be more satisfied?

• To feel less stressed and more 
relaxed

• To have a greater sense of 
control and confidence
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Creative thinking is flexible, fluid, imaginative thinking. And who wouldnʼt want this?



Thomas Friedman, The World is Flat

• love learning and to be a life-long, self-motivated learner

• have passion and curiosity

• empathize with people and be good at interacting with them

• nurture your right brain

Want to “future-proof” yourself in a flattened, globalized, ultra-competitive 
world? Then practice “dimensional thinking.”

Here’s what you need to do:
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Thomas Friedman, author of The World is Flat on how to compete . . .

This IS creative thinking. Developing these qualities will make you more creative, more productive, 
more successful and more satisfied and improve your relationships.

Youʼre high achieving students. You WANT to succeed!
THIS is how to succeed in the 21st century world.



Where are you now?

• Do you ever procrastinate?

• Are you in the “F-state”?

• Do you ever get overwhelmed or discouraged?

• Are you trying to “multi-task”?
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Most of us arenʼt in an ideal state most of the time!

Edward Hollowell: The symptoms of ADD are now just the symptoms of modern life: “the F-state”: 
frantic, frenzied, forgetful, flummoxed, frustrated, and fragmented. We donʼt have the extended time 
necessary to complete a thought, develop a conversation or reflect. He says itʼs as if we carry an 
invisible blipper, changing stations the minute a conversation or task takes too much time or becomes 
boring or hard. (Weʼre overwhelmed by the mundane and canʼt even think about the big problems.)

Our constant digital access, as powerful and useful as it is, creates a sense of “connected anonymity,” 
and increases our sense of depersonalization, transience and impermanence. Sensory overload numbs 
us to real feeling and makes it difficult to maintain the hope, optimism, confidence and enthusiasm we 
need to solve our problems.

We insist on “multitasking” even though what we call multitasking is most often doing different tasks in 
rapid succession, and even though research shows that there is no such thing as efficient multi tasking. 
we make mistakes, miss key bits of information, are impolite, and fail to produce our best work.



The “science of interruptions”

• 11 minutes

• 25 minutes

• “continuous partial attention”
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Research at U of Cal: office workers were interrupted every 11 minutes; 25 minutes to return to what 
they were doing--

resulting in what they call continuous partial attention



The good news and the bad news
are the same

The bad news is . . .

The good news is . . .

The good news and the bad news
are the same
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Or as Niels Bohr said, The opposite of a correct statement is a false statement. But the opposite of a 
profound truth may well be another profound truth.



There has been more information produced in 
the last 30 years than in the preceding 5,000 
years.

Richard Saul Wurman
Information Architect 
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The good news is, we live in the age of information. The bad news is, we live in the age of information.  
There has been more information produced . . .

The volume of information with which we are assaulted, and our responses to this information, have 
some profound effects on us. 

So that itʼs attention, not gold, not oil, and not Googleʼs algorithm, thatʼs now our most valuable 
commodity. And in shortest supply.

More on this later.
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Weʼre so connected to the digital world, weʼre in danger of losing out connection to the physical world. 
The other digital world, the world of our hands, of touch.



Even as more and more information becomes available, we 
understand and use less and less of it. 

If society cannot find ways to make integrated understanding 
accessible to large numbers of people, then the information 

revolution is not only useless but a threat to humane 
civilization. 

  —Robert Root-Bernstein, Physicologist

“. . . not one of us is safe from what we do not know.”
—June Jordan, Poet
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We are bombarded. We skim and surf and take in and take in and take in.
What we donʼt do is synthesize, analyze, connect, understand.

The relevance of this to the situation in the Gulf of Mexico should be apparent.
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Letʼs do a simple exercise, a simple problem, the 9 dot problem
Youʼve done this? Take out a piece of paper and connect all 9 dots by drawing only 4 lines, without 
lifting your drawing tool from the page or going through any dot more than once."



1

2

3
4
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Hereʼs the accepted solution.
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which depends literally on going outside the box, the implied frame created by the 9 dots.

and there are many more solutions--
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Many of which are discussed in a wonderful book, Conceptual Blockbusting by James Adams, who 
taught engineering at Stanford. Starting with, not going through the CENTER of the dots--Anyone have 
this solution?

Funny how we have these internalized rules weʼre not aware of. Who makes these rules?
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and expanding into some very imaginative solutions-- involving folding
This is only 1 straight line. Does it have to be 4 lines?
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These solutions involve violating the 2 D format--cutting or rolling the puzzle.
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I love both of these . . .

There are consequences when we break the rules in life, at work, at school. But what are the 
consequences of breaking the rules when we think?

Why do we put these boundaries around our thinking?
What are we afraid of? Wasting time? Looking foolish? Being wrong?
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And my personal favorite. She later became his student at Stanford!



Divergent thinking is essential for creativity.

• Don’t just look for the “right” answer. Don’t focus too narrowly on  a single 
“correct” solution. (convergent thinking.)

• Don’t settle for “good enough” (satisfycing)

• PUSH for the most possibilities.

• Aim for fluency and flexibility.

Kraft, Ulrich, “Unleashing Creativity,” Scientific 
American Mind 16.1 (2005)
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The point of all this is that to be creative you need fluency--many possible solutions--and flexibility--
powerful and unexpected solutions. You need DIVERGENT thinking.

Convergent thinking aims for a single, correct solution to a problem, using logic, finding an 
unambiguously correct (and often orthodox, conventional, expected) solution. Examples: multiple 
choice tests, your bank balance, most of contemporary life and education! Divergent thinking generates 
many possible solutions, proceeds from different starting points, changes direction as required to 
generate multiple solutions, many of which could be “correct” and appropriate. 

Our tendency is to get one right solution, one thatʼs good enough and the STOP. Adams calls this 
“satisfycing”. We stop and we donʼt push.



• not seeing the problem from multiple viewpoints

• failure to use all sensory inputs 

• saturation: familiar inputs can’t be recalled. 

• stereotyping: finding/seeing what you expect; labeling

• isolating the problem too much; imposing too many constraints

Perceptual blocks
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What stops us? What causes us to satisfyce?

We are often stopped by perceptual blocks. These are the main perceptual blocks to getting ideas and 
solving problems 

Which of these have you experienced?



These perceptual blocks limit our 
ability to perceive the problem 

and limit our ability 
to conceive solutions.

James L. Adams, Conceptual Blockbusting
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Perceptual blocks prevent us from PERCEIVING the problem and CONCEIVING a solution.

and they all relate to these issues of remaining open to sensory input and having the flexibility to see 
the problem from multiple points of view.

So letʼs look at perception for a moment.
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Another way to think of this is that before you can think outside the box, you need to be able to see 
whatʼs inside the box.

You need to be aware that there even IS a box.



We are pattern seeking and pattern generating

We’re conditioned to make snap judgments
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We are pattern seeking and pattern generating beings. Itʼs part of our hard wiring and necessary for our 
survival.

This is survival: an unbounded visual field. And incalculable amount of stimuli being received every 
moment. Weʼre conditioned to make snap judgments. Friend/foe. Predator? Prey? Is THAT food or am I 
food? We donʼt say, gee, thatʼs interesting. That leopardʼs markings are different from the one I saw 
yesterday. Instead, itʼs fight or flight.

We must make unconscious decisions about whatʼs important and what weʼre going to focus on or weʼd 
short out, go insane. We simplify and categorize (label) for survival. (Often these labels are wrong.) 
(Hardening of the categories)
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We make assumptions. Often wrong. Seeing is believing. But seeing isnʼt always seeing, isnʼt always 
truthful. Hereʼs just one of a million visual paradoxes we could consider. I like this one because I teach 
drawing and design and even though I know the conventions being used here I persist in seeing these 
vehicles as different sizes, and theyʼre not.
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I had to take them into photoshop and cut them up to be able to perceive them more accurately
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We make assumptions. We fill in the gaps. These assumptions are efficient and they help us make 
quick judgments about meaning or importance but they donʼt serve us well when we need more critical, 
powerful or more imaginative thinking.



We donʼt see things as they are. 
We see things as we are.

—Anaïs Nin, writer
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So thereʼs this unconscious filtering and labeling and simplifying and editing thatʼs going on . . . .
We go through most of our lives wearing blinders. And weʼre not even aware of them.
If we were aware of them we could change these filter, just as on a camera. We could start to 
understand that what we actually perceive in a given moment is just one of a number of possible 
choices.



Are you in your right mind?

(Which may be your left brain?)

Are you in full possession of your faculties?

(Which include intuition as well as analysis?)
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Creativity uses BOTH sides of your brain. 
The left side is more linear, sequential, verbal and mathematical and analytical and loves categories 
but lacks a sense of overriding, abstract connections.
The right side is more imaginative and intuitive and tends to work holistically, integrating pieces of an 
informational puzzle into a whole. The right side is more synthesizing, more visual and loves patterns.

The left side is responsible for convergent thinking, which uses logic to find a single, correct solution to 
a problem. The right side is responsible for divergent thinking, which generates many possible 
solutions.

The creative person needs to use BOTH intuitive, divergent thinking to generate ideas, and logical, 
convergent thinking to evaluate ideas and shape them into concrete form. Part of the flexibility and 
fluency of a creative person is the ability to switch back and forth at will from generative and 
imaginative thinking to critical and evaluative thinking.
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Remember that you need the flexibility to allow both sides of your brain to operate--your left brain 
which sees the train sequentially, and linearly and logically (and in fragments), first the engine, then the 
next car then the next and so on until the caboose--
and your right brain which can take in the whole train at once--
You need logical, linear, analytical thinking AND
holistic, intuitive thinking. You need both ways of thinking for effective solutions.



Intuition is the journey from A to Z without stopping at any 
other letter along the way. It is knowing without knowing 
why. 

Rare is the expert who combines an informed opinion with a 
strong respect for his own intuition and curiosity. Curiosity is, 
after all, the way we answer when intuition whispers, “There’s 
something there.”

   —Gavin de Becker, Threat assessment expert
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And we need to use our intuition. Retaining knowledge is a skill. Intuition is a gift we all have.
Intuition is the journey . . .
Gavin de Becker is no psychobabble guru. He advises the CIA and nations on global security issues 
and designed the MOSAIC Threat Assessment Systems used to screen threats to federal judges and 
members of Congress.

Intuition can help us to generate a solution, or to pick a path out of competing options to pursue further.

Intuition doesnʼt exist in a vacuum. It draws on our experience but we cannot articulate the connections 
weʼre making. A similar process is discussed in detail in a wonderful book called Blink by Malcolm 
Gladwell. Experts use “thin slicing” to make quick judgments of a situation from relatively little 
information based on their rapid and unconscious processing of their own accumulated expert 
experience.



Unconscious processing = a free lunch?

(Don’t push the river.)
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Intuition relates to the closest thing to a free lunch Iʼve found in this world system.

Which is that all experts agree that for effective problem solving you MUST have a period of conscious 
effort FOLLOWED by a period of letting go and forgetting about the problem. What happens is that the 
period of conscious effort sets up a situation where your unconscious continues to work the problem. 
Youʼre walking along and the answer, a possibility, drops out of the sky . . . . Hereʼs how Richard 
Feynman did it:

Heʼd had huge early success but other peopleʼs expectations had just destroyed his enjoyment of 
physics. So he decided to just play, without worrying about any importance whatsoever.

Within a week he was in the cafeteria and some guy threw a plate in the air. He said: “I saw it wobble 
and I noticed the red Cornell medallion on the plate going around. I had nothing to do so I started to 
figure out the motion of the rotating plate. I worked out equations for the wobbles, for fun, and thought 
about how electron orbits are suppose to move.

“It was effortless. It was easy to play with these things. Everything flowed off effortlessly. There was no 
importance to what I was doing, but ultimately there was. The diagrams and the whole business that I 
got the Nobel Prize for came from that piddling around with the wobbling plate.”



Get off your “buts . . .”!

• Test, question, ask “what if” and dare to answer

• Make mistakes. Make new mistakes. Make better mistakes.

• Generate the most bad ideas you can.

• Fail! Fail bigger! Fail better! (“Failure is the opportunity to learn a WHOLE 
LOT in a REALLY SHORT time.”)

Most of my advances were made by mistake. 
You uncover what is when you get rid of what isn’t.

—Buckminster Fuller, Designer
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So, divergent thinking is going to generate a lot of ideas. And a lot of mistakes and failures. Read 
Buckminster Fullerʼs bio. He spent most of his career as a complete failure. It didnʼt matter, because his 
successes, like the geodesic dome, were so huge, enough to earn him both fame and fortune. The 
point is he kept thinking and kept making and kept asking what if.



What is an idea and how do I get one?

Get your best worst ideas
Change your point of view
Raise your snorkel
Don’t start at the wrong end
Ban the critic and fire the censor

Follow your nose
Don’t sit on your ass(umptions)
Give chance a chance
Don’t push the river

Do a mind dump
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To encourage divergent thinking, here are some strategies.

Follow your nose. It sounds easy, but more often weʼd rather sit still than get up and go where our nose 
is pointing. Trust your hunches and your intuition. You can use your logic when you test out your hunch. 
The only way to find out if something will work is to try it.

Do a mind dump at the beginning of a project. Write down--make a list (your left brain LOVES lists) of 
every association you have with the project, without censoring or editing or making sense. EVERY 
ASSOCIATION.
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 Mind dumps allow both sides of your brain to speak. They get everything thatʼs “in there” out here, 
where you can examine it and look for patterns. 

They reveal what you know. Which is ALWAYS more than you think you know. And they reveal what 
youʼre interested in. Hereʼs a portion, just a portion, of dump on 18” by 24” paper around the concept of 
“shoes.”
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And hereʼs a detail--from crocs to motorcycles to Bruce Willis to urban legends to duct tape to atoms to 
“why do they put shoes on people after theyʼve died?”

Discovering the background noise of the universe was a big deal!
What would happen if you tapped into the background noise of your consciousness? You might 
discover something you didnʼt realize that you knew . . . 



What is an idea and how do I get one?

Do a mind dump
Get your best worst ideas
Change your point of view
Raise your snorkel

Follow your nose
Don’t sit on your ass(umptions)
Give chance a chance
Don’t push the river
Stop stopping
Start starting

Don’t start at the wrong end
Ban the critic and fire the censor
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Remember, you want to range WIDELY. Without limits and rules and without constraints. Nothing bad is 
going to happen from thinking!
Donʼt censor, judge or limit yourself. Bring the critic back in once you have an hypothesis, a prototype, 
the results of a test. Then let the critic fire away. Then silence him and brainstorm again . . . Itʼs a 
circular process: generating THEN analysis and critique.

Donʼt start at the wrong end of a project! IF you know exactly what itʼs going to look like, be like, do , 
thereʼs probably little reason to actually make it . . . Youʼre not going to discover anything other than 
what you already know.

And remember that chance and accident, even mistakes, can be a great muse. Just ask the inventors 
of Teflon, the Post-it note and the microwave oven.



What is an idea and how do I get one?

Do a mind dump
Get your best worst ideas
Change your point of view
Raise your snorkel
Don’t start at the wrong end
Ban the critic and fire the censor

Follow your nose
Don’t sit on your ass(umptions)
Give chance a chance
Don’t push the river

Stop stopping
Start starting
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Stop stopping
If youʼre stuck, ask yourself whatʼs stopping you? What are you not allowing? Not letting in (admitting)? 
What are you resisting? Your resistance is the strongest clue that what youʼre resisting is important for 
you to do. Thereʼs energy in your resistance. Work with it!

Start starting
Start now. Whether its two minutes, twenty minutes, two hours doesnʼt matter. Making the worst 
(smallest) start you can—but starting now—will insure that the ending is the best it can be. Big projects 
can come from small ideas. Big accomplishments can come from small steps, one after another after 
another.

This is such easy, and obvious advice: start now. Do a little, then a little more, then a little more.
Why do we resist it?



Fear makes us stupid
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Fear blocks higher level thinking. This is part of our hard wiring. Our sensory data goes to the amygdala 
and we act on it before the cortex can process it. So, our emotions lead, not follow. This is why we often 
have such a strong--and wrong--first impression.
Itʼs visceral. As if we were thinking with our gut. Not a useful use of intuition! (This “unthinking response” 
is our reptilian brain, which controls physical survival--breathing and circulation and the fight or flight 
response.)

We just feel and react. 

Fear not only makes us stuck, it makes us stupid. 

The amygdala is also important for visual learning and memory. (So paradoxically can be used to your 
advantage.)
The limbic system also can attach emotional markers to things making them more likely to be recalled 
or keep us engaged in a competitive activity such as a video game because the brainʼs pleasure 
centers get activated. We can use this game aspect to keep ourselves engaged.

So fear makes us stupid, but when our positive emotions are engaged, we perform better, and our IQ is 
actually measurably higher. And we can actually make use of our higher level functions in the 
neocortex--thinking, planning, speaking, writing, analyzing. 



• Fear of making a mistake (or of failing or of taking a risk) 

• Inability to tolerate ambiguity or chaos or an overriding desire for 
order

• Preference for judging ideas rather than generating them

• Inability to relax, incubate, sleep on it

• Lack of challenge OR over-motivation to succeed quickly

• Inability to distinguish reality from fantasy.

Emotional blocks

from James L. Adams, Conceptual Blockbusting
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Besides perceptual blocks we also have emotional blocks (and cultural blocks).These are the most 
common ones. Which of these do you have?

Ambiguity, disorder: Problem solving is bringing order to chaos. You have to desire order but tolerate 
chaos. Things will be messy for a while.

Reality vs fantasy: you need access to your imagination AND to your logic and intelligence. You need 
both sides of your brain.



Emotional blocks

# 1:

Fear of making a mistake (or fear of failing 
or fear of taking a risk) 

(the most common block AND not based on a 
realistic assessment of the consequences!)

How to overcome this fear?
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The most common block is fear of making a mistake or failing or taking a risk (or even of succeeding!)
This is behind perfectionism, which has killed more work that it has enhanced. Perfection is a neurosis. 
What you should aim for is excellence, which comes after persisting over a long period of time with the 
intention to improve.



Doing not only “gets things done.” 
It teaches lessons you cannot possibly learn 
theoretically and can loosen even the most 
stubbornly entrenched feelings of fear and 
doubt.

         —Carol Lloyd

Doing is significantly different than not doing.
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How to overcome the fear that makes us stuck? In this case, Nikeʼs right. The antidote for fear is 
DOING.
By just doing something, you not only undercut the “Iʼm afraid Iʼll fail” obstacle, you overcome the “I 
procrastinate/I have trouble getting started” obstacles.



Procrastination and denial

• Fear of failure leads to 
procrastination, which 
doesn’t lessen the fear 
but just freezes it into 
place

• Meanwhile, our 
tranquility is disturbed 
by doom darts (“OMG, I 
forgot to / I have to . . .” 
because we’re in denial 
about our commitments
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Procrastination has nothing to do with time.
It has everything to do with fear. So fear stops us from higher level thinking
and stops us from doing and that just creates more fear.
The deadline looms and we act out of desperation and maybe we finish and weʼve had no opportunity 
for feedback, for refinement, and, unless weʼre VERY lucky no chance to push beyond an easy 
response.

So we need to become more fearless (or at least continue to act in spite of being afraid).



Short circuit fear

• Do anything!

• Little and often

• Focus on a problem and then let it go

• Create a sense of play

• Write down your thoughts, ideas, dream AND fears

• 10 - 80 - 10
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ANY PHYSICAL ACTION will break this cycle of paralysis.

We can USE our knowledge of the physical world and understand that if we do a little bit every day, 
after a while we will have a LOT accumulated.

I donʼt know why it took me so long to learn this.

Another way is to treat an activity as a game. Set a timer. Compete against yourself. See how many 
responses you can generate. Try to do the absolute worst first draft possible . . . . This helps you access 
the pleasure centers of your brain and turn your limbic system / lizard brain to your advantage.

Finally, archiving your thoughts is a PHYSICAL ACTION that is useful and practical and also a huge 
stress reliever.
You cannot rely on short term memory for anything other than, well, the short term.  (5-9 pieces of 
information; after 12 seconds recall is poor) after 20 seconds information is gone unless you keep 
repeating it to yourself or write it down. It signals to your brain this is important and encourages 
divergent thinking, connections, synthesis and 



Quantity will always

—ALWAYS—

increase the quality of your ideas.

(Try to get the most bad ideas possible!)
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Bottom line: to get better ideas, just get more ideas.



Why look for alternative ideas? 

• One of the alternatives may solve your problem.

• An alternative may help you rearrange the 
components of your problem (leading to a 
better solution)

• The alternative may be a better starting point

• An alternative may be a breakthrough idea 
which has nothing to do with the problem at 
hand.

• Even if you return to your original idea, you will 
know it was the best option, not just the easiest 
one.

From Thinkertoys (2006) by Michael Michalko, Chapter 9
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Youʼll stumble upon a better idea. Or youʼll know that you have the best idea. And that will give you 
confidence. That conviction that you arenʼt just taking the easy way out will inform how you develop 
your idea and how we respond to it. And your confidence in your idea will help you to be open to 
feedback about your idea, which in turn will make it better.

Bad ideas canʼt hurt you! Artificially limiting your focus to one or two ideas will.
Like putting blinders on. You might find what youʼre NOT looking for! Bell was trying to invent a hearing 
aid, not the telephone.



“blind to what’s around us”

“by degrees”
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Now the plea:

Put a frog in boiling water: heʼll jump outbut put him in a pot of cold water and gradually raise the 
temperature and heʼll boil to death . . .
(Probably an urban legend)

But the fish isnʼt an urban legend The fish canʼt see the ocean. he feels cold or warm or hungry, but 
canʼt perceive the system heʼs in because he canʼt get outside it to observe or compare.



Organic chemist Peter Debye says “you have to use 
your feelings--what does the carbon atom WANT to 
do?”

Richard Feynman revolutionized  quantum physics by 
asking himself questions such as “If I were an electron, 
what would I do?”

“You don’t see what you’re seeing until you see it,” 
Mathematician William Thurston says, “but when you 
do see it, it lets you see many other things.”

Interrupt the flow of ordinary (in)attention
Change your point of view
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We have huge advantage over the frog and the fish and thatʼs our potential for consciousness.

We can become aware of our assumptions and set them aside for a moment. We can stop 
focusing on just a fragment and see the situation in a larger context. We can look at something 
from more than one point of view--physically, emotionally, psychologically. Empathize with our 
subject.

Pay attention! Be conscious! Even just for 10 minutes!



We ignore the physical world at our peril
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Itʼs too soon to talk about the crisis in the Gulf.
But I can talk about a smaller scale, but still hugely significant disaster which happened in 1986, the 
Challenger space shuttle which exploded 73 seconds after liftoff, killing 7 people, including Christa 
McAuliffe, the first member of the Teacher in Space Project. It was a huge blow to the US Space 
Program, and a shock to our sense of infallibility.

There was a lengthy congressional investigation. Richard Feynman was on the panel, and this was not 
long before his death in 1988. Debate raged about the cause of the explosion and who was 
responsible. Feynman called for a glass of ice water, pulled out one of the rubber O-ring seals used in 
the rocket booster and dropped it into the ice water. The rubber ring froze and shattered. 

Engineers knew that the seals were vulnerable to cold temperatures but the pressures to launch, but no 
one was willing to articulate the danger clearly. And economic pressures and political pressures, caused 
those in charge to overrule their objections and to continue with a launch in cold weather despite clear 
feedback about the risks. Feynman wrote in his report "For a successful technology, reality must take 
precedence over public relations, for nature cannot be fooled."



I knew a man who grabbed a cat by the tail 
and learned 40 percent more about cats 
than the man that didn’t.
 
        —Mark Twain
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I know from my own work and the work of my design students that itʼs easy to design with words. To try 
to talk your way into or out of a design.

But then reality intrudes. Actual weight, actual gravity, actual time and the real extent of the problem 
becomes all too clear as the prototype collapses or dissolves.

But there isnʼt just danger in ignoring the physical world, thereʼs a loss of potential in ignoring our 
physical senses. We arenʼt just words and language: weʼre ears and noses and fingertips. Sound and 
smell and touch give us vital clues and rich opportunities for design.

We need to broaden our inquiry, not restrict it. Widen our intelligence, not narrow it. Draw on the 
multiple intelligences: spatial intelligence, kinesthetic intelligence, body intelligence, emotional 
intelligence--that we have.

We are not disembodied beings although our digital communication makes it seem that way 
sometimes. We still have to live in a physical world where physical materials and physical forces have 
physical consequences.

We need fearless imagination AND unbounded diversity in our approached AND ruthless feedback.



Recipe for creativity

• Fail more. 

• Relax more.

• Do less more often.

• Look around more. 

• Use all your senses.

• Get feedback.
Be sloppy enough that something unexpected may 

happen but not so sloppy that you can’t tell what it was.

—Max Delbrück, molecular biologist
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And remember that something very small and simple, now, can have a profound effect, later.



"In times of change, the learners will inherit the Earth 
while the knowers will find themselves beautifully 
equipped to deal with a world that no longer exists." 

        —Eric Hoffer, Writer
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Ask more questions. Ask more interesting questions. Be a life long learner.

We need to range widely. Try things out. Test possibilities. And be honest with ourselves and our 
colleagues about whatʼs working and what isnʼt.



Creative work is not a selfish act or a bid for 
attention. 

It’s a gift to the world and every being in it. Don’t 
cheat us of your contribution. Give us what 
you’ve got. 

      —Steven Pressfield, Writer
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We NEED your voice. We NEED your thinking. Our problems are so complex, and often so far beyond 
the range of one individual and one discipline, we are in desperate need of YOUR input. Donʼt hold 
back!


